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So then, in addition to varying costs, a key factor is the physical layout of the circuit. ...Whether
a given circuit is a "bus", "ring", or "star" (as the illustration at the top of this page represents)

is not a static issue. A network with a typical number of nodes (counting both ends of every
edge) may need to grow significantly over time, with an associated increase in volume in some
versions of the switching network design. But this can happen, say, once every few years and
so there is no need to include such an unusual circumstance in the circuit design. The circuit

design needs to have enough nodes to allow all traffic to use all resources. The rules will govern
how much of each resource is provided. The rules might say, for example, that if traffic exceeds
a certain limit, all links must be shared or discarded as congestion diverts traffic away from one
or more links. A "star" circuit design is by far the simplest design. Nodes will be in one, central
point (the central switching node), and most traffic will fan out from there. It will always have a

central point, but all the links may be shared among all the nodes. The ring design is a little
more complex. All nodes need to be connected, so a ring with half of the nodes connected in a
circle and the other half connected in a circle is not really a ring; it is actually just a star. The
star design is used to supply a small number of large-volume, wide-distribution circuits. When
traffic on a circuit exceeds a certain number, it needs to be split to multiple circuits (if the links
are shared between multiple nodes in the star) or disallowed to grow beyond a size where the
circuit becomes unwieldy (if the links are not shared). The network design can handle many

issues. For example, some circuits, like interactive voice and audio, do not need to carry data or
can use a different channel (which can be as small as a telephone cord). The circuit could have
a very small number of nodes, but the voice and audio could go through a telephone channel. A
"bus" design could have links connecting nodes that have little or no traffic. The links could be
just for voice and audio. Or the links could be for data or video, but only in one direction. There

is no such thing as a bus, it is just a small switching network
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